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GENERATING CONFIDENCE –  
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By Tom O’Shea, CMC 

CONFIDENCE! 
A powerful word that can 
speak to each of us on 
many levels – individually, 
collecAvely in our work 
teams or family units and 
even universally across a 
naAon or world.  That 
feeling of confidence (or 
lack thereof) can be the 

result of the context that we operate in such as periods of posiAve economic 
stability, good alignment in the purpose and passion for what we do or a 
landscape of healthy and nourishing personal relaAonships as a few enabling 
examples.    

In organizaAons, whether they are big, small, public or private, the “coefficient of 
confidence” is directly Aed to the people culture, values ethos and operaAng 
principles of the leadership system.  This reality has been recognized for decades 
and the impact on people and outcomes has been validated consistently.  It 
reminds me of an arAcle for a leadership column I once wrote in BizLife Magazine 
back in 2007 – at the beginning of another disrupAve Ame in our history. 



GENERATING CONFIDENCE IN 2007 
Close your eyes and think back to a parAcular moment in your life when you felt 
your most confident ever.  How did you feel in that moment?  People o^en 
describe those special moments with words such as strong, capable, saAsfied, 
commi_ed, energized or moAvated – all posiAve and encouraging words. 

When asked what led to that feeling of confidence, people o^en menAon a special 
person in their life who helped them believe that they were worthy, talented or 
capable enough to succeed. SomeAmes they menAon a special schoolteacher, 
parent, pastor or athleAc team coach.  SomeAmes they menAon a former boss, 
co-worker or mentor.  I have done this exercise in workshops around the world 
over the past twenty years and have o^en added the quesAon …. if we did this 
exercise in your organizaAon, how many people would menAon YOU as that 
special person? 

Back in 2007, my then 16-year-old son, Kevin, (now 29) had just spent two weeks 
as a small-group enabler with middle-school students at Massane_a Springs Youth 
Conference in Virginia and returned a noAceably more confident and self-assured 
young man from the environment of total encouragement, energy, and support 
that exists there. Now, just imagine the potenAal level of commitment and 
producAvity that would result IF that kind of environment was duplicated inside 
your team and every organizaAon.  It would be amazing – wouldn’t it? 

Winning Organizations Generate More Confidence 
Whether it is a business or sports team (or naAon), there is ample evidence to 
suggest that successful organizaAons share a stronger sense of confidence in their 
missions, leadership and team members. Rosabeth Moss Kanter, the amazing 
Harvard professor and author, describes “confidence” as the cornerstone of 
success within winning organizaAons and leaders from all fields in her book aptly 
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enAtled, “Confidence.”  Kanter conducted extensive research in major winning 
sports franchises, like Red Auerbach’s Boston CelAcs, as well as numerous well-
known sustainable business success franchises to explore and discover what really 
differenAates true CONFIDENCE winners versus all the rest. 

There appears to be at least three key dimensions to this noAon of generaAng 
confidence that apply to highly confident, successful organizaAons: Line of Sight, 
UncondiMonal Respect and PosiMve OpMmism. 

Line of sight is defined as the clear awareness and understanding of team 
members’ responsibiliAes and how what they do affects the success equaAon in 
their organizaAon. This helps create what we call a sense of connectedness for 
each person in the organizaAon and is part of the nuclear fuel that drives 
employee engagement, and consequently customer loyalty and profitability. 

Respect has always been a core tenet of employee engagement and generaAng 
confidence – uncondiAonal respect takes it to another level. One of the main 
reason’s workers have voted for union representaAon over the past decades has 
been a perceived lack of respect from management. UncondiMonal 
respect embodies a deep commitment to a set of core values around unbiased 
fair treatment of individuals, as well as a shared accountability for the team, 
wherein leaders must lead by example and make words and acAons align with 
empathy. (2020 has certainly been a firestorm on so many fronts exposing major 
systemic gaps that must be recognized and remedied to support full organizaAonal 
health.) 

There is also ample research to demonstrate the direct value of posiAve opAmism 
for improved organizaAonal performance, as well as enhanced personal health 
and happiness. PosiAve opAmism is a sense of possibility that drives 
entrepreneurs and others to accomplish great things. Great leaders fuel 
organizaAonal opAmism with conAnual encouragement and support for climbing 
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to higher levels of achievement.  Toxic and dysfuncAonal leaders, on the other 
hand, erode organizaAonal energy and commitment as they replace opAmism 
with cynicism and fear. This formula will not be successful in the 2021 business 
world or with our poliAcal leadership. 

GeneraAng confidence represents a responsibility that cannot be delegated, 
parAcularly when there is a challenge in the business operaAng environment – 
which will be the on-going new and next normal. Helping organizaAons become 
more agile and resilient depends on leaders who can conAnuously stoke the 
confidence fires within their employees and stakeholder ecosystem. Confidence 
leads to a winning culture, which leads to a legacy of success, but begins with one 
person at a Ame. 

As we begin to wrap up a tumultuous, disheartening and o^en painful 2020, I 
hope we can all recommit to doing our part in helping generate confidence again 
in each of our orbits.  In the past weeks, we have seen some glimmers of 
hopefulness sandwiched with vigne_es from a Greek tragedy or dark existenAal 
drama.  I choose to be posiAve, opAmisAc and work at generaAng confidence with 
all those around and with me.  How about you? 
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